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The CoTTage on The hillTop  1–20

CHaLOuPKa Na VRšKu   1–20

Animation with narration
a puppet series about Tomeš the Wood-
carver and his three children – Mařenka, 
Honzík and andulka. It is situated in the 
times when people lived in a much gre-
ater harmony with nature than we do to-
day, and respected traditions. and so the 
woodcarver´s children take us through 
a traditional year in the countryside, with 
all the now almost forgotten festivals, old 
customs, crafts and field works connec-
ted with the crucial points of the four se-
asons.

 

Videotape (parts 1–13)
Videotape HDTV (parts 14–20)
m/e track
© 2008, 2013
20 x 7'

Subject & Script by šáRKa VáCHOVá 
PaVEL CMíRaL

Directed by šáRKa VáCHOVá
artwork by šáRKa VáCHOVá

Rights available: TV, video, internet

a MoUSe in The hoUSe  1–7

TO SI PIš, JE TO MYš! 1–7

Animation with narration
a musical, animated puppet series set in 
an ordinary house where, in addition to 
its human inhabitants, there also lives a 
family of mice. The three siblings, Ferda, 
Navel and Bow, travel from their little flat 
through the secret passage in the wall to 
adventures in the big house. unbeknown 
to his grandchildren, they are always 
saved from various disasters by their 
Grandpa Fousek (Grandpa Whiskers). The 
series features short, memorable and 
amusing songs which illustrate the theme 
of each episode.  

Videotape HDTV
m/e track
© 2013
7 x 8'

Subject & Script by DaGMaR DOuBKOVá
JaN TOMáNEK

Directed by DaGMaR DOuBKOVá
JaN TOMáNEK

artwork by DaGMaR DOuBKOVá
JaN TOMáNEK

Rights available: TV, video, internet

RaTS 1–26

KRYSáCI  1–26

Animation with narration
The adventurous, imaginative stories 
could take place anywhere. This story 
takes us to the corner of a forgotten 
garbage dump, the home of two 
inseparable pals–Hubert and Hodan, two 
rats. Together with Ed, their laboratory 
friend from Prague and the plaster dwarf 
Ludwig, they live days full of merry and 
thrilling adventures.

Videotape
m/e track
© 2008–2009
26 x 8'

Subject by  CYRIL PODOLSKý
MILaN šEBESTa

Script by  MaRTIN šINKOVSKý
CYRIL PODOLSKý

Directed by  CYRIL PODOLSKý
MILaN šEBESTa

artwork by  aLEš VýMOLa

Rights available: TV, video, internet
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The SMalleST elephanT
in The WoRlD  1–13

NEJMENší SLON Na SVĚTĚ 1–13

Animation with narration
animated series about a tiny elephant 
which has to survive in the vast world of 
normal elephants. He is helped by his little 
friend the crafty hyrax which, according 
to the atlas of animals, is a distant relative 
of elephants. The narrative excels in witty 
dialogue and amusing plots, based on 
everyday adventures and concerns that 
will be familiar to every child.  

Videotape HDTV, 3D
m/e track
© 2012, 2015
13 x 7'

Subject by  IVa MaCKů
JIří TYLLER 

Script by IVa MaCKů
Directed by LIBOR PIXa
artwork by LIBOR PIXa

Rights available: TV, video, internet

NEW EPISODES

invenToR alva   1–13

VYNáLEZCE aLVa  1–13

Animation with narration
alva is an impish bespectacled ginger, 
his hair tussled all the time, who dre-
ams of the achievements of the thi-
rd millennium. and he invents things 
which, he believes, will come in handy in 
it. He has one for every situation – inclu-
ding those which are better off without 
his inventions. as a result, he mostly 
does more harm than good, and causes 
chaos. But in the process he and his two 
friends, Denise and her brother Philip, 
have good fun and experience many an 
adventure.

Videotape HDTV, m/e track
© 2012, 2015
13 x 8'

Subject & Script by JaN SMOLíK 
KLáRa  MOLíKOVá

Script by JaN SMOLíK 
KLáRa SMOLíKOVá
JIří W. PROCHáZKa 

Directed by LuDĚK BáRTa
artwork by LuDĚK BáRTa

Rights available: TV, video, Internet

NEW EPISODES

JeRBoaS 1–13

TaRBíCI 1–13

Animation with narration
The enterprising jerboa siblings Tom and 
Tina, set out on an expedition into wild 
nature every day, taking care to steer 
clear of the “awful marabou”, as their 
Dad advises them. Marabou is a large 
african stork, and a traditional, sworn 
enemy of the jerboas. But what Tom and 
Tina´s father does not know is that the 
marabou that they have befriended is still 
tiny, and the only “awful” thing about it is 
its clumsiness. and if they did not keep 
an eye on it, it would certainly come to 
some harm. and so Tom, Tina and the 
little marabou meet secretly and play 
together, because – similar to children – 
they choose their friends not depending 
on which species they belong to, but 
according to their character.  

Videotape HDTV
m/e track
© 2011, 2015
13 x 8'

Subject & Script by MaRTINa 
KOMáRKOVá

Directed by BaRBORa DLOuHá
artwork by BaRBORa DLOuHá

Rights available: TV, video, internet

NEW EPISODES

liTTle Rain WoRMS 1–26

ŽíŽaLáCI  1–26

Animation without narration
Stories about two young rain worms, 
who always crawl out of a hole after a 
shower and start carrying out their 
“great ideas”. Sometimes they tease 
each other, but mostly they have to 
help each other. Their problem is that 
the bird sleeping in a tree above them 
gets disturbed by their mischief and 
when it finally wakes up, the bird wants 
to catch them. But the little rain worms 
are nifty fellows and they always save 
their skins at the last moment by fleeing 
underground.

Videotape (parts 1–13)
Videotape HDTV (parts 14–26)
m/e track
© 2008, 2010, 2012, 2015
26 x 8'

Subject & Script by JaROMíR GaL
Directed by JaROMíR GaL
artwork by JaROMíR GaL

Rights available:  TV, video, Internet

NEW EPISODES

Razzokheil The elf 1–39

O SKříTKu RaCOCHEJLOVI  1–39

Animation with narration
Razzokheil, hatched out of a magic egg, 
is the naughtiest of all elves. He lives 
in the midst of the deep forest, where 
he has a cottage made out of a bowler 
hat. and he goes from one adventure 
to another, with various forest animals, 
fairies, ghosts, gnomes and many other 
forest and fairy-tale creatures. Encoun-
ters with weird figures often put him in 
a tight corner, but some of his friends is 
always close at hand and ready to help.

Videotape (parts 1–26), 
Videotape HDTV (parts 27–39), 
m/e track
© 1997, 2000, 2012, 2015
39 x 8'

Subject & Script by EMIL šaLOuN
MaRIE KšaJTOVá

Directed by JIří P. MIšKa
artwork by ZDENĚK SMETaNa

Rights available:  TV  (parts 1–39), 
video + internet (parts 27–39)

NEW EPISODES

Slip anD Slap  1–39

šTaFLíK a šPaGETKa   1–39

Animation without narration
Two dogs, one small and one large, 
have made a home together and are up 
to all sorts of things. Problems come 
their way in the form of their ever-squa-
bbling neighbor, the crow, who always 
manages to make the dogs look bad - 
especially with his own aims in view.

Videotape (parts 1–26), 
Videotape HDTV (parts 27–39)
© 1971, 1990–1992, 2014
39 x 7'

Subject aLENa MuNKOVá, JIří MuNK
VáCLaV BEDřICH

Script by aLENa MuNKOVá, JIří MuNK
VáCLaV BEDřICH, MaRTIN OTEVřEL

Directed by VáCLaV BEDřICH
MaRTIN OTEVřEL

artwork by ZDENĚK SMETaNa
MaRTIN OTEVřEL

MaRIa aXaMITOVá

Rights available:  TV

NEW EPISODES


